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To Regina Kelly,
the lead plaintiff in the ACLU’s
2002 lawsuit against drug task force sweeps
targeting African Americans in Hearne, Texas.
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Introduction

It must be remembered that Assaline Hearne is an ignorant freedwoman
and from her status in society is deprived of that physical protection
which others possess.
—Harvey D. Prendergast, Attorney for Azeline Hearne, to
Charles E. Morse, n.d.

B

y the end of the twentieth century all recollection of Azeline Hearne
had vanished in the slow eddies of time. When her name appears in
surviving documents, it is usually spelled “Assaline” or “Asaline” or, less
frequently, “Azalene,” and incorrectly most often as “Adaline.” Because
she was born into slavery in probably a French-speaking area of Louisiana,
the various spellings of her slave name are corruptions of the uncommon
name “Azéline,” a surname that by the turn of the twenty-fi rst century
still remained on France’s official list of legally acceptable feminine prénoms. While the accent would have normally been placed on the second
syllable, the recurrent appearance of her name written as “Assaline” indicates that Anglo Texans mimicked the pronunciations of former slaves,
who placed the accent on the fi rst syllable. Her name was not limited
exclusively to black women. The name “Azeline” or “Asaline” was frequently used as a middle name of southern white women in the nineteenth
century.1
1. For information about the French prénom “Azéline,” see: www.prenoms.com/echerche/
prenom.php/fiche/azeline (accessed Jan. 21, 2003). Azeline was the contemporary of a white
woman whose name appears in the county courthouse records as “Assaline Dechard” (see P. C.

